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Introduction: Coronavirus disease 2019 (COVID-19) is a respiratory

disease triggered by immunopathological mechanisms that cause excessive

inflammation and leukocyte dysfunction. Neutrophils play a critical role

in the innate immunity and are able to produce neutrophil extracellular

traps (NETs: NETosis process) to combat infections. Some NETs markers are

increased in patients who died from COVID-19. Recently, the neutrophil

fluorescence variable (NEU-SFL), available on certain automated complete

blood count (CBC) analyzers, has been correlated with NET formation and

may reflect NETosis in patients. Here we evaluate whether NEU-SFL measured

after admission of COVID-19 patients is associated with in-hospital survival

or death.

Patients and methods: 1,852 patients admitted for severe COVID-19 at Nîmes

University Hospital in 2021 were retrospectively included in the study: 1,564

who survived the hospital stay and 288 who did not. The NEU-SFL was

obtained on the SysmexTM XN-10 R© analyzer and values for survivors and

non-survivors were compared. The intra-patient NEU-SFL variations between

the hospital entry and the last day of hospitalization were also analyzed (IRB

22.06.01, NCT 05413824).

Results: Non-survivors presented higher NEU-SFL values. NEU-SFL values

above the 4th quartile were independently associated with a 2.88-fold risk

of death. Furthermore, the difference of NEU-SFL values between the first

and the last available data during hospitalization revealed that a decrease in

NEU-SFL was associated to survivors and vice versa.
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Conclusion: Our study reinforces the role of neutrophils and NETosis in the

pathophysiology and prognosis of COVID-19. Further studies combining NEU-

SFL with other NETosis markers could improve the management of COVID-

19 patients.
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Introduction

Severe acute respiratory syndrome coronavirus 2 (SARS-
CoV-2) infection, initially described in 2019 in China, quickly
spread to become a global pandemic. An association between
coronavirus disease 2019 (COVID-19) and coagulation test
abnormalities, such as an increase in D-Dimers (1), as well as
the occurrence of thrombotic events (2), is widely described.
This increased thrombotic risk is understood to be linked
to the mechanism of “thromboinflammation,” a process by
which the innate immune system and the inflammation
caused by the viral infection activate coagulation at the origin
of severe coagulopathies (3). On the other hand, in post-
mortem examinations on COVID-19 patients, extravasation of
neutrophils—key cells in innate immunity—has been widely
observed in the pulmonary capillaries, myocardium and
liver (4).

Formation of neutrophil extracellular traps (NETs), process
called NETosis, is a particular form of cell death in neutrophils.
It is characterized by the release of DNA, histones and
antimicrobial enzymes in the form of filaments called “NETs”
(5). NETosis is induced by various factors including microbial
and pro-inflammatory stimuli. A dysregulated generation of
NETs and the process of NETosis have been described in
many COVID-19 patients (6). In addition, a recent study has
shown that indirect markers of NETosis, such as cell-free
DNA (cf DNA), myeloperoxydase (MPO)-DNA complexes, and
citrullinated histone H3, are higher in non-surviving COVID-19
patients than in surviving patients (7).

These methods of analysis being time-consuming, some
studies have recently focused on the neutrophil side fluorescence
light index (NEU-SFL), which is systematically quantified by the
XN-10 R© complete blood count (CBC) automated analyzer from
Sysmex (SysmexTM Corporation, Kobe, Japan). This index is
generated by incorporating fluorescent dye which targets the de-
condensed DNA of permeabilized neutrophils (8). Interestingly,
it was found that the NEU-SFL index increased in patients
with septic shock complicated by intravascular coagulation
(DIC). The study of Stiel and collaborators also showed
that the increase of NEU-SFL was positively correlated with
NETs formation, suggesting that the NEU-SFL index could be
considered as an indirect marker of NETosis (9–11). Another
recent study describes a higher NEU-SFL index in patients

with severe COVID-19 syndrome, but this parameter did not
discriminate patients with or without distal vein thrombotic
complications (12).

In order to characterize a predictive marker of death by
COVID-19 faster to collect that can improve medical decision,
we simply evaluated the NEU-SFL index of patients admitted
to Nîmes University Hospital for severe COVID-19 in 2021,
depending on their survival status during their hospital stay.

Methods

Study design and participants

We made a retrospective cohort study using the
national “Programme de médicalisation des systèmes
d’information” (program for the medicalization of information
systems = PMSI) database, designed to include discharge
summaries of all patients admitted to hospitals in France.

For the COVID-19 cohort in this study, all adult patients
admitted to Nîmes University Hospital for COVID-19 from
January 1 to December 31, 2021, were included. Hospital
admissions for COVID-19 were identified by primary diagnoses,
related diagnoses, or associated diagnoses, with ICD-10 codes
U07.10, U07.11, U07.14, or U07.15.

The study was approved by the Institutional Review
Board (IRB 22.06.01) and ethics committee at Nîmes
University Hospital. This clinical investigation was performed
in accordance with the Helsinki declaration of 1975 as
revised in 1996. A non-opposition letter was sent to all
patients and only those who refused to participate were
excluded (NCT 05413824).

The outcomes of all patients admitted for COVID-19
(survival or death) and their respective hospitalized duration, if
any, were collected.

Blood cell count and neutrophil
analysis

For each participant, 5 mL of blood was drawn into EDTA
[ethylene-diamine-tetra-acetic acid dipotassium salt dihydrate
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(EDTA-2K) anticoagulant] collection tubes (BD Vacutainer
Tubes, Becton Dickinson, Le Pont de Claix, France). A complete
blood cell count was made at admission on an automated
SysmexTM XN-10 R© analyzer (Sysmex Corporation, Kobe, Japan)
according to the manufacturer’s instructions. Further blood cell
counts were performed if the patient remained hospitalized for
several days. Side Fluorescence Light from neutrophils (NEU-
SFL), described as reflecting neutrophil activation (9), was
extracted from the research screen of the analyzer’s software.
The NEU-SFL index was obtained after cell permeabilization
by a specific Sysmex lysis reagent, allowing the XN-10 basic
fluorescent polymethine dye to enter the cells. This dye
binds to nucleic acids in the cytoplasmic organelles and the
nucleus (9). Other biological markers (D-Dimers, fibrinogen,
C reactive protein) were assayed as previously described
(13, 14).

Statistical analysis

Data were analyzed with version 5.01 of the GraphPad R©

statistical software program (San Diego, United States) using
Mann-Whitney, Wilcoxon, Fisher’s and chi-square tests for two
group comparisons as appropriate. ROC curve and logistics
regression were made using Stat View

R©

(Abacus concepts,
Berkeley, CA, USA).

The associations between NEU-SFL values and the
patient outcome were explored by means of logistic
regression analysis and estimated from odds ratios (OR)
with a 95% confidence interval (CI). For these analyses,
patients were divided into quartiles for NEU-SFL values
with the lowest quartile (≤25th percentile) used as
the reference. The potential confounding influence of
simple demographic, laboratory risk factors for death
due to COVID-19 (i.e., age, gender, blood cell count,
and inflammation parameters) and comorbidities on the

associations between NEU-SFL and patient outcomes were
evaluated using multivariate logistic regression models. Only
biological parameters with less than 10% missing data were
integrated into the model.

We also studied the absolute difference between the first
(entry in hospital) and last available NEU-SFL values (Delta
NEU-SFL) in patients whose hospital stay had lasted at least
5 days. The strength of concordance between Delta NEU-
SFL and survival was evaluated by C statistics, calculating the
area under the receiving operating curve (AUROC). The best
discriminating point was evaluated with the Youden index and
its corresponding positive predictive value (PPV) and negative
predictive value (NPV) were computed.

Quantitative data were expressed as medians with
interquartile ranges [Q1; Q3]. Qualitative data were expressed
as absolute numbers and frequencies (%). A p-value < 0.05 was
considered as statistically significant.

Results

Participants

In 2021, 2,245 adult patients were admitted to Nîmes
University Hospital for severe COVID-19 and 1,852 patients
were finally enrolled in the study: 1,564 who finally survived
their hospital stay (survivor group) and 288 who unfortunately
did not (non-survivor group). Reasons for non-inclusion were
mainly missing data and very few patients were unwilling
to participate. The flowchart is detailed in Figure 1 and
characteristics of the population are summarized in Table 1. As
the medians of ages were significantly different (p < 0.0001)
between survivors and non-survivors, we checked to see
whether the NEU-SFL increase in patients who died was not
biased due to age. We observed no correlation between NEU-
SFL and age (p = 0.15) (data not shown).

FIGURE 1

Participant flowchart.
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NEU-SFL values and patient outcomes

NEU-SFL values at admission were significantly (but only
slightly) higher in non-survivors than in survivors (Figure 2A).
Median levels of NEU-SFL in non-survivor patients were
49.60 AU [46.73; 52.00] vs. 48.8 AU [46.70; 50.70] in survivors
(p = 0.005).

After categorization of NEU-SFL values, patients belonging
to the 4th quartile of the distribution (i.e., with a NEU-SFL
quantification result higher than 51 AU) had a higher risk of
death than patients with values in the first percentile (OR,
1.49; 95% CI, 1.07–2.10, p = 0.02). After adjusting for potential
confounders with less than 10% of missing data (i.e., age, gender,

TABLE 1 Population characteristics.

Non-
survivors

Survivors P

N 288 1 564

Gender 0.22

Male, n (%) 169 (59%) 857 (55%)

Female, n (%) 119 (41%) 707 (45%)

Age, years 82 [74–88] 65 [52–75] <0.0001

Intensive care unit 50 (17%) 215 (14%) 0.11

Comorbidities n (%)

No comorbidity 50 (17%) 766 (49%) <0.0001

Hypertension 131 (45%) 490 (31%) <0.0001

Diabetes mellitus 96 (33%) 335 (21%) <0.0001

Chronic lung disease 37 (13%) 136 (9%) 0.03

Chronic heart disease 47 (16%) 90 (6%) <0.0001

Chronic kidney disease 59 (20%) 120 (8%) <0.0001

Cancer 44 (15%) 82 (5%) <0.0001

Leukocytes, 109/L 7.34 [5.29; 10.43] 6.66 [4.93; 9.07] 0.004

Neutrophils, 109/L 5.84 [3.93; 8.63] 4.88 [3.41; 7.22] <0.0001

Lymphocytes, 109/L 0.81 [0.53; 1.11] 0.99 [0.68; 1.41] <0.0001

Monocytes, 109/L 0.42 [0.25; 0.73] 0.47 [0.31; 0.68] 0.06

Hemoglobin, g/L 127 [107.3; 140] 134 [121; 146] <0.0001

Platelets, 109/L 183 [149; 264] 210 [163; 282] 0.0002

Prothrombin time,
%, (n)

85 [65; 100] (217) 97 [87; 100]
(1,238)

<0.0001

Fibrinogen, g/L, (n) 6.20 [5.09; 7.02]
(130)

6.26 [5.27; 7.40]
(675)

0.22

D-dimers, ng/mL, (n) 1,585 [895; 2,835]
(144)

995 [655; 1,623]
(978)

<0.0001

C reactive protein,
mg/L, (n)

80.50 [43.65;
150.60] (285)

57.35 [20.73;
119.30] (1508)

<0.0001

Results are represented as medians with their interquartile range [Q1; Q3]. For
parameters with missing data, the number of patients analyzed is indicated in brackets.
Bold values represented the significant data.

leukocytes and neutrophils count, hemoglobin, platelets, C
reactive protein) and also comorbidities (hypertension, diabetes
mellitus, chronic heart diseases, chronic lung diseases, chronic
kidney disease, cancer), NEU-SFL values belonging to the 4th
quartile of its distribution remained an independent predictor
of death (adjusted OR, 2.88; 95% CI, 1.86–4.46, p < 0.0001)
(Table 2), together with increasing ages and male sex.

NEU-SFL values and patient outcomes
according to their transfer or not in
intensive care units

The comparison of NEU-SFL between patients who
necessitated transfer to intensive care units (ICUs) with those
who did not, showed that patients who necessitated transfer to
ICUs had higher values of NEU-SFL (p = 0.0009). Furthermore,
when we compare NEU-SFL values in survivors and non-
survivors according to their passage or not in ICUs, we found a
significant difference only in patients who were not transferred
to ICUs (p = 0.0017) (data not shown).

Comparison of NEU-SFL between the
hospital entry and the last day of
hospitalization

We then analyzed NEU-SFL variations between the first and
the last available day of hospitalization, for a stay of at least
5 days, in the subgroup of patients for whom these data were
available (N = 732; survivors: N = 566; non-survivors: N = 166).
We calculated the absolute difference between the first and last
available NEU-SFL values (Delta NEU-SFL). Interestingly, the
majority of the survivors had a positive difference in NEU-SFL
over the course of hospitalization (i.e., a lower value at the end
of the stay), but the majority of non-survivors had a negative
difference, thus a higher NEU-SFL value at the end of their
hospital stay (Figure 2B). Fisher’s exact test highlighted a strong
significant difference between the two groups (p < 0.0001). The
AUC computed by C statistics was 0.713 (95% CI, 0.657–0.769,
p < 0.0001) (Figure 2C), indicating a good—but not excellent—
concordance between Delta NEU-SFL and in-hospital survival.
The best discriminating value was −0.2 with a corresponding
PPV of 0.375 (95% CI, 0.338–0.412) and an NPV of 0.875 (95%
CI, 0.848–0.898).

Routine laboratory parameters and
patient outcomes

Results of routinely drawn coagulation or inflammation-
based laboratory and blood cell count parameters (prothrombin
time, fibrinogen, D-dimers, C reactive protein, leukocytes,
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FIGURE 2

Fatal COVID-19 is associated with initially higher and increasing NEU-SFL values during hospitalization. (A) Boxplot representation of NEU-SFL at
admission in survivors (n = 1 564) and non-survivors (n = 288). Results are represented with medians and ranges. AU, arbitrary unit.
(B) Comparison of Delta NEU-SFL distribution between the hospital entry and the last day of hospitalization in hospitalized COVID-19 survivors
and non-survivors. For positive Delta NEU-SFL values, n = 385 for survivors and n = 58 for non-survivors. For null or negative Delta NEU-SFL
values, n = 181 for survivors and n = 108 for non-survivors. A positive delta NEU-SFL corresponds to a decrease in NEU-SFL values between
admission and the last day of hospitalization; a negative delta-NEU-SFL corresponds to an increase in NEU-SFL between admission and the last
day of hospitalization. (C) Receiver operating characteristic curve between Delta NEU-SFL and in-hospital survival. Delta NEU-SFL: absolute
difference between the NEU-SFL index value at admission and the last available one. AUC, area under the curve. ****p < 0.0001.

neutrophils, lymphocytes, monocytes, hemoglobin, and platelet
count), were evaluated and compared between survivors and
non-survivors in Table 1 of the manuscript. Leukocytes,
neutrophils, d-dimers, and C reactive protein were higher in
non-surviving patients than in survivors. On the other hand,
lymphocytes, hemoglobin, and prothrombin time were lower
in non-survivors than in survivors. Fibrinogen is commonly
elevated in COVID-19 patients.

Discussion

The major new finding of this study is that the direct
blood fluorescence signal intensity of neutrophils (NEU-SFL)
was higher in severe COVID-19 patients who died during their
hospital stay than in patients who survived. NEU-SFL values
above the 4th quartile were independently associated with a
2.88-fold risk of death after adjusting for potential confounders
(demographic, laboratory risk factors, and comorbidities).
Furthermore, the comparison of NEU-SFL values between those

at hospital entry and the last laboratory assessment showed an
association with survival/non-survival.

NEU-SFL signals are generated by incorporating a
fluorescent dye that targets unpacked DNA within the
permeabilized cell. NEU-SFL was recorded as a surrogate
for DNA unpacking in the neutrophil and is proposed as an
indicator for NETosis (9). Most studies on NEU-SFL and
NETosis have shown a positive association between NEU-
SFL and disseminated intravascular coagulation (DIC) (9).
Coagulopathy is described in COVID-19 and constitutes an
aggravating factor for infection (15). In COVID-19 patients,
abnormal coagulation is common, and in most cases, DIC was
observed in individuals with COVID-19 during hospitalization
before they eventually died (16). This is in agreement with our
results showing that NEU-SFL is higher in non-survivors and
that NEU-SFL increases during hospitalization in patients with
a poor outcome. This result concurs with the study by Dennison
and collaborators, showing that the intensity of neutrophils’
reactivity (NEU-RI), which also measures neutrophil activation,
is associated with poor outcome. However, their study was
conducted on a small number of patients. Our work was carried
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TABLE 2 Association between NEU-SFL index values at admission
and death of patients with COVID-19 considering the potential
confounding influence of demographic, laboratory risk factors
available for at least 90% of the patients and comordidities.

Adjusted odds ratio
(95% CI)

P

NEU-SFL quartile Q1: 1.00

NEU-SFL quartile Q2: 1.03 (0.65; 1.64) 0.89

NEU-SFL quartile Q3: 1.02 (0.63; 1.63) 0.95

NEU-SFL quartile Q4: 2.88 (1.86; 4.46) <10−4

Age, years 1.1 (1.08; 1.12) <10−4

Gender: male 1.48 (1.07; 2.06) 0.0168

Hypertension 1.00 (0.7; 1.44) 0.99

Diabetes mellitus 0.72 (0.47; 1.10) 0.125

Chronic lung disease 1 (0.6; 1.67) 1

Chronic heart disease 0.98 (0.55; 1.75) 0.94

Chronic kidney disease 1.23 (0.72; 2.09) 0.44

Cancer 0.93 (0.43; 1.99) 0.85

Other diseases 0.73 (0.46–1.17) 0.191

Hemoglobin, g/L 1.01 (0.92; 1.09) 0.87

Platelets, 109/L 1.001 (0.999; 1.002) 0.51

Leukocytes, 109/L 0.98 (0.94; 1.02) 0.40

Neutrophils, 109/L 1.002 (0.987; 1.017) 0.82

C Reactive Protein, mg/L 0.998 (0.996; 1.001) 0.19

Adjustment was computed on all the variables in the table. CI, confidence interval. Bold
values represented the significant data.

out on a larger cohort, and our quartile categorization shows
that only the 4th quartile reveals a positive odds-ratio (17). In
addition, our study brings new elements on NEU-SFL variation
during hospitalization stay, this value seeming more reliable
as a predictive tool. The comparison of NEU-SFL values in
survivors and non-survivors according to their passage or
not in ICUs showed a significant difference only in patients
who were not transferred to ICUs. This result is similar to the
difference observed between all survivors and all non-survivors,
confirming the fact that NEU-SFL increases in a severe and
inflammatory-condition infection.

Furthermore, other indirect markers of NETosis have
already been studied in patients with COVID-19 such as
total DNA, myeloperoxidase (MPO)–DNA complexes, and
citrullinated histone H3. These revealed an increase in
circulating biomarkers for NETs in patients who died from
COVID-19 and also in patients who subsequently developed
thromboembolic complications (7). Other studies focused on
ex vivo neutrophil activation, but these approaches are too time-
consuming and inappropriate for routine analysis compared to a
parameter obtained automatically from a CBC analyzer (18, 19).

Concerning the variations in routinely drawn coagulation or
inflammation-based laboratory and blood cell count parameters,

the variations between surviving and non-surviving patients are
in agreement with what has been described in the literature
(20). As expected, non-survivors presented higher rates of
comorbidities. However, NEU-SFL remains statistically higher
in non-survivors without comorbidity compared to survivors
(p = 0.013), suggesting that comorbidities do not influence the
NEU-SFL (data not shown) (21). This is confirmed by the results
obtained in our multivariate analysis.

Our study has certain limitations. It is a single-center
retrospective study with a considerable age difference between
survivors and deceased patients. However, age is a well-known
risk factor for the requirement of advanced medical care in
COVID-19 patients (22), and we found that NEU-SFL and age
were not correlated, the increase in NEU-SFL in non-survivors
being unrelated to the age of patients. In addition, we did not
have any information on the patients’ vaccination status. It
might be interesting to compare NEU-SFL values in vaccinated
vs. non-vaccinated patients.

Our study also has a strength. NEU-SFL has the great
advantage of being easily, automatically and systematically
available from a standard blood sample submitted for CBC and
differential using commercially available automates, whereas
other NETosis biomarkers are less easy to obtain. It is the first to
investigate NEU-SFL in a large retrospective cohort of COVID-
19 patients and to evaluate its variations during hospitalization.

To conclude, our results showed that fatal COVID-19
is associated with initially higher, and increasing NEU-SFL
index values, once again supporting the role of neutrophils
in the pathophysiology of COVID-19 with a poor outcome.
However, we observed only slightly higher values in non-
survivors, with a strong overlap of values between fortunate
and unfortunate patients: NEU-SFL alone does not strongly
discriminate the vital status. Further studies combining NEU-
SFL with other NETosis or neutrophil activation markers, or
with complementary biomarkers, could help clinicians improve
management of the COVID-19 coagulopathy.
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